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ABSTRACT

A state-of-the-art review of the methods of radon daughter

exposure estimation for uranium miners in Canada is presented. The

conventional means of such exposure estimation is by grab sampling and

time weighting. Personal dosimetry is introduced as a possible

alternative method and the advantages and limitations of this method

are given. Basic questions are posed with regard to the accuracy and

adequacy of two methods of detection of radon daughters, namely,

thermoluminescent chips and track-etch film. An historical review of

previous and current research and development programs in Canada is

presented, as are brief results and conclusions of each dosimeter

evaluation. A cursory review of similar activities in other courtries

is also presented.
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1. Introduction

Ever since the potentially harmful effects of radon

daughters to underground miners became known, the need to reduce

such exposures as much as possible and to eliminate all

unnecessary exposure has been recognized. Limitations or maximum

permissible exposures were developed by national authorities to

help assure that individual miners and other workers were not

exposed beyond levels deemed to be consistent with a high degree

of health and safety. The effort to reduce exposure was carried

even further by the International Commission on Radiological

Protection (ICRP), through the recommendation of the ALARA

principle, namely, that exposures be kept as low as reasonably

achievable, economic and social factors taken into account. This

principle has been adopted by all countries which look to the

ICRP for guidance in the entire field of radiation protection.

•The existence of a maximum permissible exposure and the adherence

to the AIARA principle combine to create a distribution of

exposures among a population of underground miners whose average

exposure is less than it would be in the absence of the

application of the ALARA statement, while at the same time

reducing the likelihood that overexposures will occur.

establishment of maximum permissible exposures based on

the risk of a particular detriment is the first step in the

regulatory process of exposure reduction and maintenance. The

second step is the implementation of a system of compliance
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monitoring to verify that such maximum permissible exposures are

rot exceeded. The means of verification depends on a set of

principles of exposure determination or estimation and also on .

the devices used for the physical measurements of exposure.

The component parts of radon daughter or other exposures are

the concentration and the time. Ihe traditional means of radon

daughter exposure estimation consists of grab-sampling

measurements of radon daughter concentrations (in working levels*

or WL) multiplied by the lengths of time (in hours or months)

spent by a worker (or group of workers) in those concentrations.

The elemental products of concentration and time are then summed

to give the total exposure in a convenient unit. Almost

everywhere, this unit is the working level month** (WIM).

* Working level(or WL) means the amount of any combination of

short-lived radon daughters in one litre of air that will release

1.3 x 105 mega electron volts of alpha particle energy during

their radioactive decay to lead-210 (radium D).

** Working level month(or WIM) means the exposure resulting

from the inhalatron of air containing one working level of radon

daughters for one working month, where one working month equals

170 working hours; i.e.,the product of concentration in WL and

the exposure time in months(M) equals the cumulative exposure in

WEM.
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The reliability of exposure estimation by the grab-sampling and

time-weighting technique is frequently called into question in

view of the inherent variability of radon daughter concentrations'

(in a given work location or travelway) in actively operating

mine atmospheres. Œhere is also the difficulty of occupancy-time

attribution to a given concentration for a single,worker, or

group of workers, who may be highly mobile. Such challenges may

not be answered easily without reference to the specific program

used for the frequency of sampling and to the method used for

assigning exposure time to the specific concentrations. The

inherent variability of the radon daughter concentrations is

compounded by the uncertainties (both radom and systematic) of

the individual measurements of concentration. It is both the

simplicity of technique and the availability of grab-sampling

equipment that have favoured the grab-sampling and time-weighting

approach to exposure estimation in uranium mining operations in

Canada and elsewhere. However, only careful study of the

variability of the radon daughter concentrations in a mine

environnent under a variety of physical circumstances can lead to

a frequency-of-sampling scheme in which one can have increased

confidence. This knowledge must be coupled with accurate

occupational time studies or time keeping in order that the

overall uncertainties in the exposure estimate be minimized. One

attempt has been maded) to devise a monitoring program using

a statistical approach to the variations in radon daughter

concentrations in fixed locations, ignoring the uncertainties

associated with occupancy time, which may be highly significant

themselves.
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The other philosophical and diametrically opposite approach

to radon daughter exposure estimation is based on personal

dosimetry. In such a system, a device is worn, continuously,

throughout the exposure period thus reducing the uncertainties in

the occupancy time attribution. The integration of concentration

with respect to time is performed automatically since the device

is worn for the complete shift, day after day. Since the

uncertainty in occupancy time can be as large as, or larger than,

that associated with concentration measurements or estimates,

there is a certain philosophical appeal in favouring a system of

monitoring in which one of the parameters is known very

accurately. Moreover, personal sampling is more likely to reveal

the amount of inhaled daughters, both because the sampling head

can be located near the breathing zone of the wearer and because

a personal sampler is a nore accurate reflection of the radon

daughter concentration to which a specific worker is subjected

than is a fixed-position sampler in the general workplace

environment.

An important feature of a personal dosimeter system is the

detector. Ihere is a variety of detection systems, such as

cellulose nitrate films (often called track-etch or track-damage

detectors), thermoluminescent (or TL) chips and electronic

detectors", ltiese systems, all of which are solid state, rely on

the amount of energy loss of alpha particles detected in the

radioactive disintegration of the various radon daughters. The

read-out is accomplished for the three systems referred to above

by etching of the film and counting the alpha particle tracks
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under a microscope, by heating the TL chip and measuring its

cumulative energy output in the form of light, or through pulse

height discrimination and counting of electronic signals,

respectively.

2. Personal Dosimeters for Radon Daughters

A personal dosimeter is a self-contained, portable device

worn by the worker as a monitor of his radon daughter exposure

for his entire shift. In "active" dosimeters (explained below)

air containing radon daughters and aerosols is inducted at a

constant rate by a battery-driven pump through a filter. The

airborne radon daughters are collected on the filter. Some of

the alpha particles emanating from the decay of the daughters

strike the detector and transfer energy to the sensitive detector

material. The amount of energy deposited is measured during the

processing and read-out stage and this amount of alpha particle

energy deposited is related directly to the cumulative exposure

(in working level months).

Personal dosimeters may be divided into three broad

categories according to their mode of air sampling: active,

semi-passive, and passive. Active devices employ an air-moving

pump of some sort (such as centrifugal or positive displacement).

Semi-passive devices do not employ a pump but use a potential

gradient of some sort (electrostatic, thermophoretic or other) to

attract, preferentially, radon daughters (in the ionic state)

while having no effect on neutral atoms (such as radon gas) or
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neutralized radon daughters. Passive devices rely completely on

diffusion mechanisms, sometimes coupled with auxiliary

measurements to separate the contribution of radon daughters from"

that of radon gas.

Of course, the modes of air sampling described above greatly

affect the level of sensitivity of each type of device but, as

will be pointed out later, sensitivity is only one of several

factors which must be examined in the consideration of a personal

dosimeter system.

In an attempt to reduce the uncertainties associated with

grab sampling and time weighting, considerable effort has been

expended in evaluating personal dosimeters for radon daughter

exposure estimation. The eventual favourable performance of

these new devices will result in a means of exposure estimation

for radon daughters which will likely replace or (in other cases)

complement the conventional approach of grab sampling and time

weighting. Given the philosophical desirability of personal

dosimetry, one must remember that measurements using such devices

are not without their own uncertainties. Ihis remark applies to

all dosimeter types, whether of the thermoluminescent (TL),

track-etch or solid-state type and whether active in their air

induction or passive in this regard.

At this point and before reviewing some of the history of

personal radon daughter dosimetry in Canada, we should indicate

some of the factors which influence the accuracy of radon
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daughter measurements in personal dosimeters. Each of these

factors has an uncertainty associated with it. Ihe sum of these

uncertainties gives rise to the overall systematic uncertainty.

It is the aim of all our research and development efforts to

minimize these uncertainties such that each measurement of a

worker's personal exposure is the most accurate attainable.

The key parameters in an active dosimeter are:

1. volume of air pumped

2. effects of plate-out (i.e., attachment of radon daughters to

aerosol particles and surfaces)

3. self-absorption of filters

4. constancy of air-flow rate

5. sensitivity of filter and detector to humidity and to

dust loading

6. mechanical reliability and integrity of pumps, valves,

turbines, filters, detectors and housings

7. electrical reliability of motors, batteries, chargers

8. sensitivity of pump to physical orientation or positioning

9. efficiency (geometry of the detector in relation to the

source)

10. reliability of processing and read-out mechanism for each

detector type

11. approximation of air sampled to breathing zone of wearer

12. knowledge of what radionuclide(s) is (are) being sampled
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(for example radon daughters and/or thoron daughters and/or

other radioactive substances).

13. interference of gamma radiation or other tyias of

"background" (in some devices).

These factors contain the major uncertainties in exposure

estimation by personal dosimetry, but by no means all of them.

Personal dosimetry for radon daughter exposure is but one

means to achieve the desired end. Personal dosimetry is not a

panacea but is fraught with difficulties if measurements of

acceptable accuracy at a prescribed confidence level are to be

achieved. Ihis is the reason that vigorous efforts by the Atomic

Energy Control Board (ABCB) and the Department of Energy, Mines

and Resources (EMR) are being put forward to fund public and

private research and development in Canada in order to increase

our understanding not only of the fundamentals of radon daughter

attachment and the general behaviour of these daughters in mine

atmospheres but also of the parameters the personal dosimeter is

actually recording. In other words, does the dosimeter record

accurately the amount (and quality) of the radon daughters which

a miner, in fact, breathes? Indeed, is the exposure so

determined even proportional to this inhaled air? How do the

exposure estimates fran personal dosimeters agree with those

obtained from grab-sampling and time-weighting techniques?

Which, if either, is the "fundamental" estimate? Do all

investigators keep in mind that different combinations of

radionuclides may be measured by the different detection

techniques?
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At this point there are more questions posed than answers given.

3. HISTORY OF PERSONAL DOSIMETRY IN CANADA

A. Background

For purposes of this presentation, it is useful to go back over

the history of personal dosimetry that bears directly on our current

research and development efforts in Canada.

The first serious attempt to measure radon daughters in Canada

using an integrating device was in 1975 when Mr. A. C. George of the

former Health and Safety Laboratory, (of the old U.S. Atomic Energy

Commission) was invited to make measurements in one of the mines in

Elliot Lake by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources. The

so-called MOD dosimeter used in these mine trials was indeed a

"modification" of earlier designs developed independently at Colorado

State University and at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The detection principle of the sensitive LiF chip was

thermoluminescent dosimetry or TLD. An improved positive displacement

pump with a more uniform flow rate and a sturdier outer case were the

features of the MOD dosimeter that helped assure its improved

performance in the harshness of underground mine atmospheres. Despite

the improvements, however, the outer case proved to be penetrable by

dirt which in time rendered the pump unreliable. Moreover, in this

early version of the MOD dosimeter, no compensation was made for gamma

radiation to which the TL chips were sensitive.
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Aside from the difficulties just mentioned, the working level

measurements obtained with the MCû dosimeters showed good agreement,

generally, with a series of grab samples using the modified Kusnetz

method. As expected, the agreement was poorest at the lowest

concentrations of radon daughters. Still, this first mine trial of a

personal dosimeter in Canada was a milestone of sorts and the

concluding statements in the final report^2) of that experimental

work continue to have validity in our current programs. 1b quote from

the report:

"From the viewpoint of instrument development, the information

which was generated under typical use is essential to identifying

design weaknesses. This permits improvement and refinement of a

basic technique."

B. MOD Dosimeters

This effort by Mr. George (on behalf of the Province of Ontario)

spurred the AECB into initiating its own program in this area of

research and development. In the summer of 1976, the AECB engaged

Mr. G. R. Yourt on contract^3) to extend the initial mine test

program carried out the previous year uy Mr, George, using eleven of

the same type of MOD dosimeters. However, of the eleven MOD

dosimeters only three were used at any one time and in the end, data

were acquired for only six of these.

In addition, two pumps constructed by H & H Custom Work, of Toronto,

to which MOD dosimeter heads could be attached, were incorporated in

the evaluation program. Finally, one pump and dosimeter assembly
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was purchased from E. I. Du Pont of the United States for the mine

trial. Both types of pumps are of the positive displacement variety.

The two principal objectives of the 1976 mine trial were:

(1) to obtain, if possible, a closer correlation between frequent

conventional radon daughter measurements (using the modified

Kusnetz method) and those obtained from the MOD and from the

other personal integrating devices.

(2) To develop an arrangement for wearing a personal dosimeter that

would be acceptable to the miner and would also be reliable in

terms of appropriately sampling his breathing zone.

The dosimeters were located (at various times) at a particular

miner's chest or belt while the technologist who followed the miner

around taking the conventional Kusnetz readings wore his dosimeters on

his own chest, belt and attached to his hat. Generally, only small

differences were noticed between dosimeter readings when comparable

dosimeters were worn by miner and technologist (located at their

respective belts) for a given type of mining operation, slushing, for

example. In another type of mining operation, which involved more

moving about by the miner, poorer correlation was obtained between the

analogous dosimeter readings. Of lesser significance was the

variation in dosimeter readings between the technologist's hat and

belt. Comparing the concentration readings derived from the dosimeter

worn by the miner with the grab samples taken by the accompanying

technologist, one could only conclude that the agreement was
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inconclusive. About half of the compared readings were in reasonable

agreement while the other half differed substantially. No single or

simple explanation was adequate to explain these discrepancies.

At the same time, a number of the MOD dosimeters suffered from

electrical or mechanical problems. Of those MOD dosimeters which

endured the testing program, the pump performance was deemed

acceptable. It has been pointed out earlier that maintaining a

constant air flow in the dosimeter is one of the essential factors in

obtaining a reliable measure of the concentration. Both of the pumps

manufactured by H s H Custom Work displayed acceptable performance.

The single Du Pont pump suffered from an electronic malfunction and

was not used in the actual mine tests.

"Bie size, weight and placement of the dosimeter on the miner's

person (i.e., hat, chest or belt) are additional factors which must be

taken into consideration in deciding whether a dosimeter is suitable

for use in underground operations. Despite the reliability of the MOD

dosimeter, objections were raised concerning its weight, size and hose

attachments. At the same 1 a, preference was expressed by the miners

for the lighter unit made by H & H Custom Work.

In this paper only the highlights of these two evaluation

programs on the MOD dosimeter are given, the detailed results were

presented at the NEA Specialist Meeting held at Elliot Lake, Canada,

in 1976<4>.
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C. H & H Custom Work Dosimeters

Encouraged by the initial performance of the H & H personal

dosimeter, the AECB engaged Mr. Yourt once again in the summer of 1977

to carry out a more intensive mine trial with the lighter-weight

pumps. The Du Pont pump was repaired, as well, and incorporated into

this trial. Once again the main objective of this contract was to

examine whether a reliable correlation between dosimeter reading;» and

frequent conventional samples could be achieved. Subsidiary

objectives were:

(1) to test the durability of the pumps

(2) to determine if significant plate-out of radcn daughters occurs

at the inlet orifices of the dosimeter heads

(3) to investigate the effect of lubricant and moisture aerosols on

IL readings

(4) to investigate the feasibility of measuring both internal (radon

daughter) and external (gamma) exposure with the TL dosimeter

heads.

The main conclusion of this contract^) was that correlation

between exposures determined from these radon daughter dosimeters

(using LiF chips) and those from frequent conventional grab sampling

(using the modified Kusnetz method) and time weighting was fair at

high radon daughter concentrations but poor at low concentrations.
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In similar measurements using CaF2 chips (which are more sensitive

to gamma radiation) in the H & H dosimeters, exposure determinations

were substantially lower than those indicated by the grab-sampling

technique. The reasons for the poor correlation were not clear. It

was acknowledged that difficulties existed at the time in the

calibration, processing and interpretation of TL chips when applied to

radon daughter dosimetry. The quantitative significance of plate-out

of radon daughters, the effects of moisture and other aerosols and the

contribution of thoron daughters to the radon daughter exposure

estimation were not determined. (Efforts to try to resolve some of

these uncertainties are still underway).

As an aside, it should be mentioned that some attempts to

determine, quantitatively, the qamma dose using the TL compensation

chip were made during the mine te3t. During the total of 180 hours of

exposure of the TL compensation chip, a cumulative reading of 264 mR

was recorded. Similarly, exposed gamma badges (of the TL and film

variety) indicated doses of 150 mR, respectively. It is clear from

these results that, given the sane circumst jces as the 1977 mine

trial, gamma doses from the H & H dosimeter (with the MOD detector

head) do not agree with those from the more conventional devices.

These discrepant results, too, remain unexplained.

Despite the lack of conclusive findings referred to above, there

was some comfort and significance to be found in the performance of

the two H & H pumps and in the Du Pont pump. Each of the pumps

operated as required, maintenance free, throughout the test period,

the H & H punps for five months and the Du Pont for three months.
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Moreover, the air flow records showed that the volume of air pumped

remained acceptably constant throughout the daily shifts. The

variation was generally only a few percent from start to finish as •

measured on a daily basis.

D. CEA Dosimeters

At this time we should pause in the historical review of personal

dosimeters based on the TL principle to look at the concurrent

development of another type, the so-called track-etch film device

manufactured by CEA, the Atomic Energy Commission of France. In 1976,

the AECB purchased five of the dosimeters and, early in 1977, entered

into a contract with Professor C. R. Phillips at the University of

Toronto. The project had the joint sponsorship of the Department of

Energy, Mines and Resources (financial) and the AECB (scientific).

The objective of this contract^) was the complete evaluation of

the five personal dosimeters in the laboratory and in a series of mine

trials including an attempt to correlate radon daughter exposure

estimates with those from a grab-sampling technique.

The CEA personal dosimeter is a self-contained unit weighting

about 400 g, housed in a leather case and worn on the belt. The

essential parts are the housing and head, the housing containing a

rechargeable', battery and a pump, and the head containing a filter

paper, collimator, absorbers and detector. The pump is a centrifugal

type with a turbine rotating at a speed of 15,000 rpn and has a design

flowrate of 5 L/h. The detecting head is a continuous air
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sampling device in which the radon daughters and aerosols are

collected on a filter paper, and alpha particles from the radon

daughters are detected by energy sensitive track-etching using Kodak

Pathê LR115 type 11 nitro cellulose film. By a suitable choice of

thickness of absorbers located between the filter paper and the

detector, alpha particles from RaA (6.0 MeV) and from RaC (7.68 MeV)

are degraded to 3.0 + C-,,..' ,ÙK^T Using carefully chosen and controlled

etching conditions, it is possible to etch out as transparent holes

only those tracks vyitn reE-Z_al alpha particle energies in the range

3.0 +_ 0.5 MeV. The concentration in working levels (WL) can then be

determined from its definition by the equation:

n A x 6.0 + no x 7,68

Concentration (WL) =

1.3 x 105 x e x V

where n^ is the number of tracks of alphas from RaA

nc is the number of tracks of alphas from RaC

e is the detection efficiency

V is the total volume of air sampled.

By introducing a third absorber for the 8.78 MeV alpha particles

of ThC (ftp), thoron daughters can be measured separately. (It

should be noted that both ThC and RaA produce 6 MeV alpha

particles.)

At this point, it is well to recall what some of the unique

features of the CEA device are in the measurement of radon daughter

concentrations.
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(1) there is no interference from ganma radiation

(2) there is no apparent temperature c- humidity sensitivity

(3) the concentration (in working levels) is computed directly "

from the number of alpha particles from Ra A and Ra C

(4) alpha-particle energy discrimination is achieved through

appropriate absorption and etching conditions.

The experimental details of this investigation are given in the

contract report^) and in the NEA Specialist Meeting held in Paris

in 1978d). Below we cite only the highlights of the

Canadian-sponsored work.

1. Pump performance was good in terms of reliability. One

punp failed after 200 hours of operation while the others were still

performing after 600 to 800 hours. However, the need for a lighter

turbine and improved bearings bécane evident. These suggestions were

conveyed to the CEA and were adopted.

2. A number of mechanical design defects were identified, these

resulting in flow instability and leakage. Design modifications were

again suggested and taken up by the CEA in the best spirit of

scientific co-operation.

3. Moisture, in the form of water spray present in the mines,

adversely affected the flow rate and detector efficiency of the CEA

device. Some modification was required to correct this deficiency.
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4. Hie etching conditions for developing the nitrocellulose

film are appropriate for resolving the alpha particle groups from Ra A

and RaC.

5. An automatic read-out system for track-etch film is both

desirable and essential to handle large ._v=> of film on a routine

basis.

6. The CEA personal dosimeter head has the attractive feature

of being modified easily to detect thoron daughters simultaneously

with radon daughters.

The results of the intercomparison of the concentration

determinations between the CEA dosimeters and grab-sampling by the

modified Kusnetz method show that agreement appeared to be good indeed

even though no correction had been made for thoron daughter

contributions.

E. EVALUATION AND COMPARISON OF CEA AND H & H CUSTOM WORK DOSIMETERS

The qualified success of the earlier dosimeter programs (the H & H

TL and the CEA track-etch) with which the AECB has been involved, led

to the obvious need to conduct a more extensive investigation of both

dosimeter types in order to acquire more instrument-months of

experience. Such an intercomparison was undertaken involving about

ten H & H Custom Work personal dosimeters and about fifteen modified

CEA track-etch personal dosimeters. One again the contract was with

Professor Phillips at the University of Toronto. A single contract

seemed to be the most economical way to acquire the maximum amount of
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information at minimum cost in the shortest tine, consistent with

giving each type of device the fairest test. It permitted, as well,

the evaluation of both instruments to be carried out at the same time

with a consistent error analysis. In this contract, which began

during the sunnier of 1978 and ended early in 1979, the sponsorship was

again joint, with EMR. Laboratory work centred on the use of a large

radon chamber where controlled concentrations of radon gas and

daughters permitted detailed measurements of the performance features

of each type of device. A mine trial subjected the larger number of

dosimeters of each type to the harshness and complications of actual

working conditions. A final report on this contract was received

earlier this year*8'.

The following work was performed in the laboratory:

(1) Comparison of the TL and track-etch dosimeters with the modified

Kusnetz method was made in the radon chamber. This comparison

included read-out precision and error.

(2) Evaluation of the H & H Custom Work pump in terms of flow rate

stability and sensitivity to inlet pressure was carried out.

Measurements in a uranium mine were performed as follows:

(1) Comparison was made of the operational performance of the H & H

Custon Work dosimeter with the CEA track-etch dosimeter, taking

account of performance and reliability of both detector and pump.

Ten TL dosimeters and fifteen CEA track-etch dosimeters were
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evaluated over approxinnately one working month in the mine.

(2) Mine measurements were made of thoron daughter concentrations by

grab sampling and time-delay counting for the purpose of

providing data on the relative amounts of radon daughters and

thoron daughters. They provided a basis, as well, for possible

correction to the integrated radon daughter readings. To

suppl^nent these grab sample data, measurements of thoron

daughters were made (using a modified CEA track-etch dosimeter)

simultaneously with radon daughters.

As in the earlier evaluation (part D, above), several of the

recommendations on design mcxSifications to the CEA personal ra^on

daughter dosimeters (based or the Canadian experience) were integrated

into the devices supplied to the contractor for the laboratory and

mine evaluation. These electromechanical improvements were reflected

in somewhat better punp performance, stability and durability.

However, bearing wear in the motor-turbine assemblies continued to be

observed in an unacceptably large number of the CEA dosimeters.

Further improvements have already been made in the current version of

this device in use in Prance through the incorporation of larger

motors and an improved bearing system.

The pump performance of the H & H Custom Work dosimeters was

disappointing as well. These device are sensitive, moreover, to

impact, to physical orientation and to mechanical vibration to the

point that, in their present design, they are not reliable as a

personal dosimeter.
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Much more encouraging were the performance in the mine of the

detectors (TL chips and track-etch film) associated with each

dosimeter type. Moreover, in routine operation, the modified CEA

track-etch dosimeter is capable of recording, separately, (by means of

energy degradation) those tracks attributable to radon daughters and

those attributable to thoron daughters. (In its present form, the TL

dosimeter is not capable of separating radon daughter contributions

from thoron daughter contributions).

As in other evaluations, an attempt was made to compare the radon

daughter exposures using the integrating dosimeters with those

obtained from the standard method of radon daughter concentration

measurement (modified Kusnetz procedure) and time weighting. These

attempts were generally compromises since a single technician vas

making the spot (Kusnetz) measurements while up to ten miners were

wearing dosimeters. Furthermore, their work locations were different

and variable compared to the location of the spot sampling. For the

technician acquiring the spot samples, the average concentration of

radon daughters obtained in the nieasurements over the one month mine

trial agreed well (within about 10%) with the concentration of radon

daughters as measured by the CEA personal dosimeter which the

technician wore himself. Moreover, the average thoron daughter

concentration as measured by time-delay counting (over the same one-

month period) agreed with the thoron daughter concentration as

measured by the CEA dosimeter. (The TL dosimeter in its present form

records only the sum of radon daughter and thoron daughter

concentrations owing to the lack of alpha particle energy

discrimination in the TL systems).
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4. Ongoing Work

It was the opinion of AECB sta.'f that further work on both

the CEA and H & H Cizc^om Work dos?-'.eters was advisable. . Both

types of devices appeared to ce at the stage where the major

problem was pump performanoe and that the problem was largely

developmental, requiring better motor-bearing assemblies. It was

anticipated that the additional effort on the various

motor-bearing assemblies would require both laboratory and mine

trials in order to establish the necessary reliability of each

dosimeter type. The subsidiary problems of energy

discrimination, energy response and efficiency of dosimeter

materials, as well as those of automated read-out for track-etch

film, plate-out characteristics of each dosimeter type and 90 on,

required additional attention, also.

Since the Atomic Energy Control Board continues to place a

high priority, for regulatory purposes, on the development of a

system of radon daughter exposure estimation based on personal

dosimetry, it was decided to continue to seek further

improvements to personal dosimeters and to clarify the related

parameters. To this end, the decision was made to split the

tasks into two parts:

(i) solve the (developmental) problems of notor-bearing

assemblies related to the CEA and H & H personal

dosimeters (under both laboratory and mine conditions)

and construct a prototype automated read-out system
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for track-etch film;

(ii) clarify the plate-out characteristics of both detector

types under laboratory and mine conditions; investigate

the means of separating radon daughters from thoron

daughters in thermoluminescent material; evaluate the

effect of humidity, and energy response of a number of

TL chip materials, (such as LiF, CaF2 and possibly

others); make further measurements of thoron gas and

thoron daughters in a uranium mine; make measurements

of the unattached fraction of radon daughters in a

non-diesel uranium mine.

The aid of CANMET, Department of Energy, Mines and

Resources, was enlisted to provide its own in-house technical

effort for task (i). The program of work, on behalf of the AECB,

is now underway. Twenty of the most recent version of the Œ A

track-etch device have been obtained on loan by the AECB from the

CEA in France for this purpose and have been transferred bo EMR.

It is expected that the time to complete task (i) will be about

two years.

Task (ii) will likely be contracted out by the AECB, with

the time-frame to completion of the order of eighteen months.
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5. Anticipated Work

In keeping with the AECB's philosophy on personal dosimetry,

consideration is being given to a proposal for the development of

a semi-passive personal dosimeter, one in which there is no pump

but one in which a battery provides a gradient for the

acceleration of radon daughter and thoron daughter ions. Use of

the existing cap lamp battery for this purpose may be feasible.

Such semi-passive devices would offer significant reduction in

size, weight, cost and reliability over active devices which rely

on pumps, motors and batteries. The most likely material to be

used for detection of the radon (and thoron) daughters would be

track-etch film although thermoluniinescent detection may be

possible in some devices of this type.

It is clear that the AECB wo-ild view with favour the

eventual development and deployment of a completely 'sssive radon

and thoron daughter dosimeter. Such a device would separate

radon daughters from thoron daughters by energy discrimination or

otherwise, would be reliable, sensitive, lightweight and very

inexpensive. Owing to the highly unfavourable conditions of

wetness, dustiness, mudiness and of other adverse conditions in

operating mine environments, it will be a major challenge to

design a-passive device that will remain clean yet will have

adequate sensitivity for reliable exposure estimation at

concentrations of radon (and thoron) daughters usually

encountered. Tto our knowledge, no passive radon daughter

dosimeter has been fully developed and shown to be reliable in
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an operating mining environnent.

Another device manufactured by Alphanuclear of Mississauga,'

Ontario is currently under evaluation in both the laboratory and

in the mines by the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources.

This active device using electronic detection is powered by the

cap lamp battery, which all miners wear, the sampling and

integrating periods being one full shift. Hence, for each day

worked, the exposure for that day is recorded and stored.

Exposure for the month is then performed by sunmation of the

daily exposures.

6. International Activities

As the nuclear regulatory authority in Canada, the Atomic

Energy Control Board maintains contact and encourages

co-operation with analogous national authorities abroad. These

contacts relate to information exchanges, bilateral and

multilateral discussions on regulatory approach and, in the

present context, on research and development related to health

and safety of uranium miners. The results of such exchanges

serve to inform the participating agencies and help avoid

unnecessary duplication in research efforts. In terms of contact

with international but non-regulatory authorities, the AECB

(along with other agencies) on behalf of Canada, makes

information on mine safety available to and receives advice from

such agencies as the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),

International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP),
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International Radiation Protection Association (IRPA),

International Labour Organization (ILO), Vtorld Health

Organization (WHO), United Nations Scientific Coimiittee on the

Effects of Atonic Radiation (UNSCEAR) and the Nuclear Energy

Agency (NEÀ) of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD). As examples of these activities, the AECB

has been one of the lead agencies at two specialist meetings

(Elliot Lake and Paris) on radon daughter dosimetry organized by

the NEA. It has also contributed significantly to the discussion

on the difficulties of the implementation of ICRP recommendations

on dose limitations as these relate to workers in uranium mines.

In addition, AECB staff have written a substantial portion of a

submission to a joint IAEA/ILO/WHO advisory group on radiation

protection in the mining and milling of radioactive ores. These

examples are cited to illustrate not only the AECB1s relation

with international agencies but also its contributions to

documents used for guidances of all national authorities in

radiological protection matters related to uranium miners. Of

course, AECB staff maintain such relations with some of these

same agencies and make similar contributions in all areas of the

nuclear fuel cycle.

A. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

In Section 3 of this presentation the history of the

introduction of personal radcn daughter dosimetry into Canada

from the U.S.A. was presented. Since that time information

exchanges and meetings have been frequent with U.S. counterpart
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agencies: the Health and Safety Laboratory (now the Environmental

Measurements Laboratory), the Mine Safety and Health

Administration and the Bureau of Mines. The AECB is kept well

informed on the major developments of regulation and research and

development through these contacts.

With respect to the state-of-the-art of personal radon

daughter dosimetry, the U.S. has depended to a great extent on

several government and private agencies and universities, working

independently, for the development of personal dosimeters. The

MOD dosimeter, described earlier in Section 3, never received

widespread acceptance by U.S. government regulatory and support

agencies or by the mining industry. When the mandate of the

Health and Safety Laboratory changed in a government

reorganization, the Bureau of Mines took over virtually all the

in-house and contracting-out activities related to mine safety.

One of the research thrusts of the Bureau of Mines was to

develop, in-house, an (active) electronic dosimeter and to

continue the evaluation of a thermoluminescent detector coupled

to the Dupont pump which had been under test for several years

without a satisfactory conclusion having been reached. During

the same period, a contract was let with the University of San

Francisco to develop a passive radon daughter dosimeter in which

the detector was a track-etch film. This latter unit has the

capability of measuring radon gas as well using a diffusion

chamber.
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Progress in each of these directions was rather uneven so

that about one year ago, the Bureau of Mines initiated a research

contract with a private consultant to evaluate all three of the

abovementioned dosimeter systems in a number of active uranium

mines and in some caverns in the U.S. Southwest. At the time of

this writing, there is, as yet, no interim report from which

results may be evaluated and conclusions drawn. (A draft report

is expected sometime in the Spring or Summer of 1980.) Personal

conniunication has revealed, however, that pump failure continues

to be the major problem in the active systems and obstruction of

the track-etch film by mud and water has necessitated further

redesign of the passive system.

We intend to remain fully informed of the results of such

investigations when completed and to assess their applicability

to Canadian mining conditions and to their impact on regulation

in Canada.

B. FRANCE

In Section 3, a brief review of the introduction of the CEA

track-etch dosimeter into Canada was given. The working

relations between France and Canada, through information

exchangee and informal meetings, have been exemplary. On two

occasions in the past three years, the CEA has made available to

Canada (on loan) up to twenty of the most recent versions of

their dosimeters for evaluation in Canadian uranium mines. As a

result of testing in laboratories and under field conditions here
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in Canada, design modifications have invariably been incorporated

by the CEA in the next-generation devices. CEA's own efforts

have, similarly, brought about improvements. These sequential

and overlapping investigations by research groups in Canada and

France have had a accelerating effect in the overall improvement

and level of performance of the CEA device.

In 1978, the CEA carried out a set of comparative

measurements in a uranium mine between four of their personal

dosimeters and a number of grab-sampling measurements taken

simultaneously. When the latter were weighted by the time spent

in those specific locations, the agreement between the personal

dosimeter measurements and those obtained by grab sampling were

in good agreement (within about +_ 20%). For the past year

(ending in September 1979) a larger pilot program employing 160

CEA dosimeters (that is, one for each worker) was conducted at

the Fanay mine, near Razes. These devices were used on a daily

basis and in that period, according to the French

authorities^), there were only six failures of the

motor-punp assemblies in about the first seven months of

operation and none thereafter and two failures associated with a

relay in the battery charging system. The problems associated

with bearing failures in the earlier models appear to have been

solved. Analysis of all the data is now completed and we &.>

awaiting receipt of it from France. Needless to say, with such a

low electromechanical failure rate in the CEA devices, the

state-of-the-art reliability has been advanced significantly in

the year-long program.
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The anticipated future use of the CEA dosimeters in Prance

involves the continued deployment of the 160 or so devices at

Fanay as well as their introduction at some of the smaller mines

in France. The experience gained in the early years of

experimentation culminating in the year-long program at Fanay

will provide much of the background information to support

changes in the regulations (in France) regarding the use of

personal dosimeters and exposure limitations (based on the system

of working level months). Work is also progressing in France an

two automated read-out systems for track-etch film, one based on

total light transmission, the second on optical scanning.

C. OTHER COUNTRIES

To our knowledge, no significant developments on personal radon

daughter dosimeters for use in underground mines have occurred

anywhere other than in the three countries mentioned earlier. Seme

countries (such as Germany and Italy) are developing devices for use

in non-mining, environmental applications, while others are relying on

grab or area sampling of radon daughters (or of radon gas supplemented

by the measurement of additional physical parameters) as estimates of

personal exposure. Some continuous working level monitors are in

various stages of development. These devices are fixed-location

sampling and counting devices which can determine the concentration at

almost any desired frequency (down to, say, every thirty minutes).
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It should be pointed out that no dosimeter described in this

paper is both well proven in underground mining tests and commercially

available in large numbers.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this presentation we have given the historical and technical

evolution of personal radon daughter dosimetry in Canada and a brief

overview of recent developments abroad. Despite the lack of a

workable, reliable and commercially available device, progress has

been clearly positive, albeit slow, but in view of the major

technological advances described earlier, we can look forward

optimistically to a device which will be acceptable in the Canadian

mining environment. Many of the remaining questions and uncertainties

can only be addressed when the answers to others have been determined

so that in many instances, we can only treat problems consecutively

rather than concurrently. At the same time, unlimited funds for

research and development activities do not exist at the AECB or

elsewhere, and priorities mist always be developed as to the best use

of such funds. We and other agencies want to be responsive, as well,

to new ideas and to new devices to better accomplish traditional ends.

The anticipated advent of new types of personal dosimeters need not

negate the work that has gone before toward developing older or more

conventional types. Indeed, we must encourage the manufacturers, the

universities,- private contractors, government agencies, the mining

companies and the unions to work together to encourage innovation in

research and development activities, to improve accuracy (in both

instrumentation and technique), to seek even greater reliability
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in the estimation of radon daughter exposures so that, in the end, no

worker will be exposed beyond regulatory limits.
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